
6u Modified Tee Ball Rules
These rules supplement the McKinney Baseball & Softball Association Policies and Procedures Affecting All Divisions document.

Any rule not covered in the league rules below will be covered under the USA Softball Official Rules of Softball.

1) Playing Field:
a) The recommended distance for the base paths is 50’. However, if for some reason the bases are not set up at this distance, any other

reasonable distance as determined by the coaches may be used.
b) Pitching Rubber is set at 35 Feet.
c) Coach Pitcher will stand at the 18 foot mark.
d) If an arc is chalked on the field in front of home plate, a ball must travel beyond the arc to be considered as a ball in play.
e) The infield is defined as the area in front of the baseline where the infielders play. The outfield is defined as the area behind the baseline.

2) Equipment:
a) Bats must be marked “T-ball‟ by the manufacturer.
b) The ASA certified mark is not required on bats.
c) The ball is a 10-inch soft training softball.
d) Each defensive player must have a glove.
e) Defensive players who are playing pitcher and all infielders must wear a fielding mask.
f) All offensive players on the field must wear a helmet with a face mask.
g) All players on a team must wear uniforms and the uniforms must be alike–  NO UNIFORMS, NO PLAYING.

3) Players, Coaches & Substitutes
a) Line-ups must be submitted with player names and jersey numbers at least 10 minutes prior to start of game.
b) There are no forfeits for a lack of players in 6U.
c) Late players are added to the end of the line-up.
d) There are five defensive infield positions; pitcher, first, second, shortstop and third. All other players in 6U are to be positioned in the

outfield (No players on the bench).
e) Infielders cannot be positioned more than five feet inside the baseline, toward home plate.
f) Outfielders must be at least 10 feet behind the baseline. They do not have to be positioned in the grass.
g) All players play at least 1 inning as an infielder by the 3rd inning each game.
h) The pitcher shall not play closer to home plate than the pitching rubber in place on the field (either 35 or 40 foot)
i) The player-pitcher must have at least one foot inside the pitcher’s circle when the coach delivers a pitch.
j) Free substitutions are allowed any time during a game.
k) Coaches are to be dressed in team uniform shirts or with the color code of the team.
l) All players in 6U play every inning in each game.
m) MBSA encourages that every player be given the opportunity to play both infield and outfield positions throughout the season.
n) The first base dugout is designated for the home team.
o) No “razzing” or screaming at any opposing team or players shall be allowed.

4) The Game
a) Game will be 55 minutes in duration.  No new inning will begin after time expires. When time has expired, the player who is at bat will be

allowed to finish the at bat.
b) When a batter puts the ball into play, the batter should advance towards first base. If the ball remains in the infield, the batter shall

remain at first base. If the ball is hit to the outfield, the batter may advance at their own risk.  Runners cannot advance if an infielder is
holding the ball. Time will be called and runners must go back to their positions.

c) Play stops whenever an infielder has control of the ball in the infield.
d) Inning is complete after three outs are recorded or after 5 runs are scored.
e) Players are not allowed outside the dugout during a game unless playing a defensive position or playing offense as a runner, batter, or

on-deck batter.
f) Two defensive coaches are allowed on the field during play. They are positioned behind the baseline at first and third. The field coaches

must be at least 18 years of age.
g) One offensive coach will be positioned at home plate to assist the batters and to place the ball on the tee. This coach must be at least 18

years of age.
h) Players and coaches must line up and shake hands with their opponents at the conclusion of every game.

5) Pitching
a) Each batter is allowed a maximum of 5 “pitches”, unless the 5th+ pitch is a foul ball (in which case the batter gets additional “pitches”

until it is either put in play or it is missed.  A “pitch”, here, is defined as a throw from a coach or a swing at a ball placed on a tee.  If the

batter is unable to put the ball into play under these conditions, the batter has struck out and will return to the dugout.  The bat must

make contact with the ball to be considered a foul ball (i.e. hitting the tee alone is considered a swing and miss).

b) The coach may choose how many of the 5 “pitches” he/she will throw to each batter at his/her own discretion.  Coaches should keep in

mind that neither the batter nor fielders benefit from a strikeout at this age, and he/she should wisely choose the number he throws to

minimize strikeouts.  Coaches are encouraged to follow these guidelines:



1. 0 coach pitches, and up to 5 tee swings: for a novice tee ball player unable to hit a coach’s pitches during practice

2. 1 coach pitch, and up to 4 tee swings:  not recommended, as it only gives the player one opportunity to time the swing to the pitch

3. 2 coach pitches, and up to 3 tee swings:  for a relatively inconsistent tee ball player who may still struggle to make contact on tee

swings

4. 3 coach pitches, and up to 2 tee swings:  most typical combination used by successful coaches in the past, it is recommended for

players who consistently make contact on tee swings

5. 4 coach pitches, and up to 1 tee swing:  for advanced hitters who are very unlikely to miss a tee swing

6. 5 coach pitches, and 0 tee swings:  not recommended, as it increases the chances of a strikeout and multiple time-wasting foul balls

from an intermediate hitter

6) Batting

a) Bunting is not allowed.

b) Teams will have a continuous batting lineup for all players.

7) Batter/Runner

a) When a base runner is hit or otherwise makes contact with a hit ball, the ball will be declared a dead ball and the runner is called out.

b) The “infield fly‟ rule is not in effect.

c) There will be no stealing. A runner cannot leave a base until the ball is hit into play by the batter.

d) If there is a runner obstructed by a fielder without the ball, the runner is awarded the next base.

e) A fielder cannot catch a ball with any part of the uniform or equipment detached from its proper place on their person.

f) If a runner intentionally interferes with a fielder attempting to play the ball, the runner is declared out.

g) Overthrows going into fair or foul territory; a runner may advance only one base at their own risk.  Runners on third base must be hit in

and cannot score on an overthrow.

h) Definition: An Overthrow is a throw originated by an infielder (P, 1B, 2B, SS, 3B) that is not caught, either in the air or on a bounce, by

another fielder on her team. To be clear, a throw from an outfielder, no matter where they are standing, is never considered an

Overthrow and none of the above restrictions apply.

8) Umpires

a) No umpire is provided for 6U. Coaches will agree on calls in this division or home team can supply a parent umpire.

9) Coaches

a) Dugout coaches are allowed and recommended to keep the players behaving, maintain the batting order, and keep the game moving

quickly

b) To maintain the integrity of the league, as well as consistency and fairness for all children, Coaches are expected to follow all MBSA rules

(e.g. no gentlemen's agreements before the game).  Discipline may result if rules are purposely and/or repeatedly disobeyed.

10) Miscellaneous:

a) Illness rule:  If a player becomes ill or injured and cannot continue, then they can be removed from the line-up without penalty, unless this

takes the team down to 8-players, in which case the spot in the batting order becomes an out.  If the player is on base, the umpire can

approve a substitute runner if the player is being scratched from the game.

b) Blood rule: Any player with visible bleeding or blood on clothing must leave the game until you are able to stop the bleeding, change

clothing, or cover blood. Free substitutions apply. If the player at bat comes up, you will skip the player with no ‘automatic out’ called.

c) No Show Rule: Any team that does not give a 24-hour notice of not being able to show up for their scheduled game will have to pay a fine

of $100.00. The MBSA Board of Directors will decide to waive the fine due to extenuating circumstances on a case by case basis. If a team

gives notice, and the game is subsequently rescheduled for any reason, such as rainout, the team will not be charged a forfeit, if they play

the rescheduled game.


